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Abstract

Using the computer code CompHEP we estimate the number of events and the background, at LEP II and TESLA, for the
reactione+e− → N �Nγ , whereN is a hypothetical Dirac neutrino with mass of the order of 50 GeV. 2001 Published by
Elsevier Science B.V.

1. Introduction

The precision measurements of “invisible width” of
Z-bosons prove that there exist only three ordinary
neutrinos:νe , νµ, ντ [1]. Precision measurements of
otherZ-observables when compared with calculations
of radiative corrections exclude the existence of the
fourth generation of fermions in the case when the
fourth neutrinoN is heavy (MN � 100 GeV) [2].
However, as was shown recently [3], the radiative
corrections become small ifmN ∼ mZ/2. Thus the
existence of fourth generation with charged lepton
and quarks being heavy (M � 100 GeV) but with
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neutrino being “light” (MN ∼ 50 GeV) is still an open
possibility.

As was proposed a long time ago [4], the cross
section of e+e−-annihilation into an invisible final
state can be inferred from observation of initial state
bremsstrahlung. In LEP II experiments [5–8] the
production of final states involving one energetic
photon,

(1)e+e− → γ + “nothing”,

was studied at centre-of-mass energies up to 202 GeV.
In context of our discussion “nothing” means: (a)νµν̄µ

and ντ ν̄τ produced in decays of real and virtualZ

bosons, (b)νeν̄e, where two mechanisms contribute,
through s-channelZ boson and fromt-channel ex-
change ofW boson, and (c)N �N pair from virtualZ
bosons.

The aim of this note is to present results of calcula-
tion of the differential cross sections of the reaction (1)
for various values ofmN and of

√
se+e− , and perform
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the Signal/Background(S/B) analysis for the search
for “50 GeV neutrino” at LEP II and future linear col-
lider TESLA [9]. The calculation has been performed
using the computer code CompHEP [10].

The fourth generation leptons were introduced in
the Standard Model Lagrangian as an isodoublet for
left-handed components of massive fermions (includ-
ing neutrino) and isosinglet for right-handed states.
Then, we assume vanishing mixing with the fourth
generation — mixing angle between the fourth gen-
eration neutrino and those of first three generations
should be less than 10−6 [11].

Higher order QED corrections connected with ra-
diation from initial electron and positron states were
taken into account by using the “structure function”
technique: the squared matrix elements in the Born ap-
proximation were convoluted with theInitial State Ra-
diation (ISR) structure function [12] at the scale para-
meterQ = √

s. We found that ISR enlarges the signal
cross sections by about 8–3% forMN = 46–50 GeV,
while background is not changed or slightly decreased
for these values of neutrino mass because of opposite
effect inνeν̄e and two other (muonic an tauonic) chan-
nels. Note, that on theZ-peak shoulder this enhance-
ment is much higher, about 20–30% both for the signal
and background.

SM parameters were set in calculations asMZ =
91.1884 GeV,ΓZ = 2.45 GeV, MW = 80.343 GeV.
Couplings at electroweak vertices were normalized to
α(me) · α(MZ)2 = (1/137) · (1/128)2, thus takingW
and Z couplings at the electroweak scale while the
photon emission vertex is kept in the classical limit.

2. 50 GeV neutrinos at LEP II

As we have mentioned already, the single photon
final states were analyzed by all LEP II experiments
[5–8] and no deviations from SM predictions were
observed. There were established limits on additional
photon production in the context of different “new
physics” hypotheses, in particular in SUSY models
and low scale gravity models with extra dimensions.
It is clear, that these data can be used also to establish
the limits on the mass of the fourth generation (Dirac)
neutrino in the discussed mass rangemN ∼ 50 GeV,
what was not done yet as we know. In this section we
make a phenomenological analysis of possible limits

onmN taking into account LEP II data, being collected
already [5–8],

1997–1998
√

s = 182,189 GeV,

∼ 226 pb−1/Coll., Ltot = 904.2 pb−1;
1999

√
s = 192−202 GeV,

∼ 230 pb−1/Coll., Ltot = 923 pb−1,

and data from current (final) run with collision en-
ergies 199.9–208.7 GeV (average energy 205 GeV).
From LEPII schedule one can expect that it will be
delivered about 200 pb−1 during the 2000 run. Thus,
four experiments will accumulate in total 800 pb−1 ad-
ditional data.

In Fig. 1 (upper left side plot) the distribution on
“invisible” massMinv (invariant mass of the neutrino
pair)1 is represented for SM background and theN �N
signal for

√
s = 200 GeV and different values ofN

masses,MN = 46–100 GeV. Here we applied kine-
matical cuts on the photon polar angle and transverse
momentum,|cosϑγ | < 0.95 andpγ

T > 0.0375
√

s, be-
ing the ALEPH selection criteria [5]. Other experi-
ments tried to include in the analysis also events with
smaller photon polar angles and lower transverse mo-
menta. E.g., DELPHI collected events with photon
emmited at angles up to 3.8◦.

One can see that the S/B ratio is better on the
Z-peak shoulder. However, for higher significance of
theN �N signal, evaluated asNS/

√
NB, one should in-

clude whole interval onMinv allowed kinematically.
For example, for statistics 230 pb−1 the signal signifi-
cance is 0.72 formN = 48 GeV, see Table 1 for details.
In this case SM predicts about 212 events per experi-
ment with only 9 events with massive neutrino pair.
Here we have taken into account the photon detection
efficiency — in the ALEPH Monte-Carlo analysis [5]
it was estimated at the level 74%. For other experi-
ments the photon detection efficiency is lower, but they
used wider selection criteria.

Let us now look how theN �N signal significance
depends on angular and transverse momentum cuts. In
the Table 2 the cross sections for SM background and
N �N signal (withmN = 48 GeV) are given for three

1 Minv is directly connected with another variable frequently
used,xγ ≡ Eγ /Ebeam= 1− M2

inv/s.
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Fig. 1. The left side plots:dσ/dMinv (in pb) for Standard Model and for the different values ofmN . The right side plots: the Signal/Background
ratio as a function ofMinv. Cuts applied:|cosϑγ | < 0.95 andp

γ
T > 0.0375

√
s. The photon detection efficiency 74% is assumed.

values of the angular andpT cuts. One can see that
the signal significance is higher for weaker cuts.

Then, we found that, in spite of theN �N signal being
due tos-channel diagrams, while large contribution to
the SM background is due tot-channelW -exchange,
the angular distributions have similar shape for signal
and background; that is clearly seen on Fig. 2. Thus, it

seems that there are no chances to improve the signal
significance by using more complicated selection cri-
teria, e.g., exploiting the correlation between photon
polar angle andpT .

The general conclusion from this analysis is that
one should collect single photon events with the weak-
est kinematical cuts allowed by detector construction
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Table 1
Cross sections andN �N signal significance for different values of theMinv cut.

√
s = 200 GeV andmN = 48 GeV. Cuts applied:|cosϑγ | < 0.95

andp
γ
T > 0.0375

√
s

maxMinv (GeV) – – 140 130 120 110

min Minv (GeV) 2mN 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5 97.5

σSM (pb) 1.243 1.175 0.402 0.333 0.268 0.196

σN �N (pb) 0.0529 0.0512 0.0269 0.0228 0.0182 0.0125

NS/
√

NB, 230 pb−1 0.720 0.716 0.644 0.598 0.571 0.428

Table 2
Cross sections andN �N signal significance for different values of the cuts on photon polar angle and transverse momentum.

√
s = 200 GeV,

mN = 48 GeV. The cutMinv > 2mN is applied

ϑγ > 3 18.2 30

(deg) (|cosϑγ | < 0.95)

p
γ
T > 1 7.5 15 1 7.5 15 1 7.5 15

(GeV)

σSM (pb) 6.089 2.731 1.682 3.620 1.947 1.410 2.668 1.458 1.082

σN �N (pb) 0.153 0.0706 0.0436 0.0903 0.0527 0.0392 0.0668 0.0400 0.0304

NS/
√

NB, 230 pb−1 0.942 0.648 0.509 0.720 0.573 0.501 0.620 0.502 0.443

Fig. 2. Distribution on photon polar angle for the Standard Model and for theN �N signal withmN = 48 GeV. The cutMinv > 2mN is applied.
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and conditions to suppress reducible background (e.g.,
Bhabha scattering). Of course, only a careful simula-
tion can give answer what are the optimal selection
criteria for the search for “50 GeV neutrino”. In what
follows we use ALEPH selection criteria,|cosϑγ | <

0.95 andpγ
T > 0.0375

√
s, and apply cutMinv > 2mN .

On Fig. 3 the signal and background cross sections
and signal significances (for different samples of data)
are represented as a function ofmN . One can derive
that only the analysis based on combined data from all
four experiments both from 1997–1999 runs (

√
s =

182–202 GeV) and from the current run, in total

Fig. 3. Cross sections for theN �N signal and SM background (left side plots) andN �N signal significances at different statistics (right-side plots)
as function of the neutrino mass. Cuts applied:Minv > 2mN , |cosϑγ | < 0.95 andp

γ
T

> 0.0375
√

s. For the significance the photon detection
efficiency 74% is assumed.
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∼ 2600 pb−1, can exclude at 95% CL the interval of
N mass up to∼ 50 GeV.

3. 50 GeV neutrinos at TESLA

From the point of view of expected cross sections
the increase in energy leads to the decrease both of
the signal and the background. This can be seen from
comparing the left-side plots on Fig. 3. However, this
decrease may be over compensated by the proposed in-
crease of luminosity of the future lineare+e−-collider.
Thus for TESLA the expected year luminosity at the
first stage (

√
s = 360 or 500 GeV) is 300 fb−1 [13].

Further advantage of the linear collider is the pos-
sibility to use polarized beams (80% circular polar-
ization for electrons and 60% for positrons). This is
important in suppressing the cross section ofe+e− →
νeν̄eγ as this reaction goes mainly through the
t-channel exchange of theW boson and gives substan-
tial contribution to the background.2 However, even
without exploiting the beam polarization the advan-
tage of TESLA in the total number of events is ex-
tremely important. Thus, Standard Model is expected
to give approximately 0.3 million single photon events
for Minv > 100 GeV while the number of 50 GeV neu-
trino pairs would be about 4000. On Fig. 3 (lower
plots) the signal and background cross sections, as
well the significance, are represented for TESLA as a
function ofN mass. Here we applied cuts|cosϑγ | <

0.95,pγ

T > 0.0375
√

s andMinv > 2mN , and assumed
photon detection efficiency to be 74%, similarly to the
LEP II case.

With such numbers, although the signal over back-
ground ratio is still small (2.3–0.5% formN =
45–100 GeV correspondingly) the significance of the
signal is excellent, higher than 2 for the whole inter-
val of N neutrino mass under discussion. It means that
fourth generation Dirac neutrino will be excluded at
the 95% CL in TESLA experiment. However, if such
a neutrino exists this new particle will be discovered
with 5σ significance after one year of the TESLA op-
eration at first stage ifmN < 60 GeV.

2 For “light” neutrinos 45 GeV< MN < 50 GeV the ratio ofs-
channel tot-channel contributions is enhanced at the shoulder of
Z-peak.

4. Conclusions

The total sample of single photon events from
all four LEP II detectors can exclude the 50 GeV
neutrinos at the 95% CL or show the evidences of their
existence with only 2σ significance.

The future TESLA experiment at its first stage
(with collision energy 360 or 500 GeV) will be
able to exclude or discover fourth generation, if
one combines TESLA results with the bounds from
radiative corrections [2].
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